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Abstract Probabilistic seismic hazard assessment is requiring an increasingly broad compilation of earthquake sources. Fault systems are often divided into characteristic ruptures based on geometric features such as bends or steps, though events such as the 2002 M 7.9 Denali, and 2011 M 9.0 Tohoku-Oki earthquakes raise the possibility that earthquakes can involve subsidiary faults and/or rupture through identified geometric barriers. Here we introduce a method to discriminate among a wide range of possible earthquakes within a large fault system and to quantify the probability of a rupture passing through a bend or step. We note that many of the conditions favoring earthquake rupture propagation can be simulated using a static Coulomb stress change approximation. Such an approach lacks inertial effects inherent in a full dynamic simulation but does capture many of the empirical observations drawn from examining past ruptures, such as continuity of rake and strike, as well as distance across gaps or stepovers. We make calculations for a test region in northern California and find that the method provides a quantitative basis for ranking possible ruptures within localized fault systems.

Introduction

Fault-based earthquake forecasts require decisions about the connectivity of the fault network. For example, can future ruptures propagate through sharp bends, branch off onto subsidiary faults, or jump across observed fault interruptions and/or stepovers? The critical offset distance for an earthquake to jump through a stepover is thought to be about 3–5 km, based on observations and numerical modeling (Baraka and Kandinsky-Cade, 1988; Harris, 1992; Harris and Day, 1993, 1999; Kase and Kuge, 1998; Lettis et al., 2002; Oglesby, 2008; Wesnousky, 2008; Elliott et al., 2009; Lozos et al., 2011). However, these investigations also point out that rupture continuity and branching is situational, depending on a variety of factors including: (1) whether the stepover is releasing or restraining, (2) the relative orientations and stress states on faults, (3) rake variations, and (4) slip distribution within the rupture. Therefore, the simple rule-of-thumb of fault separation distance is not a sufficient criterion for decision making.

Generally, fault-based earthquake forecasts rely on geological segmentation (e.g., McCann et al., 1979; Working Group on California Earthquake Probabilities (WGCEP), 1988, 1990, 1995, 2003; Frankel et al., 2002; Earthquake Research Committee, 2005; Romeo, 2005; Petersen et al., 2008; Field et al., 2009), which defines minimum/maximum rupture extents by identifying geometrical features of fault zones thought to arrest ruptures. This concept has observational basis from paleoseismology (e.g., Schwartz and Coppersmith, 1984; Wesnousky, 1994; Liu-Zeng et al., 2007; Zielke et al., 2010; Klinger et al., 2011). However, as we observe more current large earthquakes in detail, we note surprising involvement of relatively minor (and sometimes previously unrecognized) faults in combination with major faults. For example, the 2002 M 7.9 Denali earthquake “began with thrusting on the previously unrecognized Susitna Glacier fault, continued with right-slip on the Denali fault, then took a right step and continued with right-slip on the Totschunda fault” (Eberhart-Phillips et al., 2003). The 2008 M 8.0 Wenchuan earthquake occurred on three distinct and subparallel surface ruptures (Li et al., 2008). Further, the 2011 M 9.0 Tohoku-Oki earthquake ruptured through defined segment boundaries and was unexpected (National Seismic Hazard Maps for Japan, 2005). The relative rates of these types of earthquakes are very difficult to forecast from a fault-based model, but recent experience shows that we clearly need to consider their possibility.

Computationally intensive methods exist to consider all possible ruptures within complex fault systems (e.g., Field and Page, 2011); however, geologically based decision making regarding branching and stepping ruptures on a case-by-case basis for thousands of fault combinations is impractical, if not impossible. Even if detailed geological information is available, it may be wise to augment it with mechanical modeling. This is the path intended for application by the Uniform California Earthquake Rupture Forecast (UCERF), wherein empirical rules built from observations of past
ruptures (e.g., Wesnousky, 2006; Klinger, 2010; Scholtz et al., 2010; Wechsler et al., 2010; Wesnousky and Biasi, 2011; Biasi et al., 2012) are used in concert with mechanical modeling presented here.

If we want to create an earthquake rupture forecast that considers all possible fault combinations, we require a basis for ranking possible ruptures that is as sensitive as practical to specific geometries throughout a fault system and that can be consistently applied. While considering all possible ruptures, we seek a means to rank them from least to most viable. Ideally, fully dynamic earthquake simulations would be calculated for every rupture; however, at present, the computational and parameter demands of this exceed capability.

In this paper we introduce the concept of Coulomb linking stresses. This is an exploration into the use of static stress transmission as a proxy for dynamic rupture propagation. The static solution lacks the inertial components of a fully dynamic solution but can capture many of the other features thought to promote or inhibit rupture propagation from one fault section to another, including many that are commonly included in geological assessments. These include distance between sections, overlap, relative rakes, dips, and changes in strike. We therefore rank proposed earthquake ruptures by their links as a means of answering the question, does this particular earthquake rupture path through a junction, bend, step, or branch make more or less physical sense than another choice?

Method

An effective earthquake rupture forecast must specify as accurately as possible the complete magnitude distribution that will affect a region. This is generally accomplished with geological observations on fault geometry to identify likely rupture dimensions. Here we explore the idea that static stress transfer can capture and quantify the majority of these observations, while enabling consideration of massive numbers of possibilities. Coulomb stress change values are sensitive to distance, being much stronger with proximity. Thus the calculations may encompass rule-of-thumb ideas about fault steps and gaps derived from empirical studies. Further, Coulomb stress change magnitudes are larger when stress is transferred to compatible rakes. For example, stress changes are negative between along-strike right-lateral and left-lateral fault subsections, but would be positive between a strike-slip and orthogonal thrust fault link that are appropriately located to accommodate tectonic strain (Fig. 1). Thus static stress calculations can capture mechanically sensible fault junctions
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**Figure 1.** Example calculations. (a) Rectangles show the fault subsections within four potential ruptures that we use to assess the relative viability of each model. The ruptures in these examples can branch between vertical strike-slip faults and dipping thrusts. (b) Dislocation number 6, which lies at a fault junction, slips 0.1 m. It causes a larger static stress change on subsection 7a than on 7b, which would cause rupture 2 to be more favored than rupture 1 when all the linking stresses are averaged. (c) Dislocation number 7b is slipped, which increases stress at 8b more than at 7a, implying that rupture 4 is more favored than rupture 3, but only slightly. Slip at 7b puts dislocations 5 and 6 into a stress shadow, which implies that a potential rupture going the reverse direction on the strike-slip fault is not mechanically viable.
and penalize those that, while lying within the commonly invoked 3–5 km distance criterion, are not mechanically viable. Other examples that would be penalized are closely spaced, parallel subsections with the same rakes, because slip on one puts the other into a stress shadow.

Development of the UCERF includes cataloging all known active faults in California as seismic sources (e.g., Field et al., 2009). These faults are broken into subsections that extend through the complete seismogenic thickness (typically 12–15 km) and are ~half the seismogenic thickness in length (Fig. 2). Each subsection has known or estimated dip and rake values assigned.

The UCERF goal is to consider all possible earthquake ruptures in California. A “possible” rupture means any combination of mapped fault subsections that does not have one of the following characteristics: (1) full-circle ruptures that start and stop at the same point, (2) U-turn ruptures that reverse direction by taking a greater than 90° turn, and (3) very long stepping ruptures that jump across distances in excess of 10 km. All other combinations are considered possible, though many may be very unlikely. The list of possible ruptures includes those that occur on a single defined fault as well as ones that branch onto other faults. The smallest ruptures in the model occupy two subsections; they then systematically include additional subsections up to the longest maximum extent as defined by the mapped fault system. Each fault branch or junction represents another series of possible ruptures, as every choice is explored out to maximum extent.

We begin with a list of adjacent subsections (<5 km apart) from within the California fault model. Subsection boundaries are defined arbitrarily along a fault (but are exactly adjacent on continuous faults) and constrained to end at geologically defined steps. Subsection boundaries thus do not have any unintended effect on stress change calculations. Fault geometry and rake data are used to create an elastic dislocation model for each subsection with the methods of Okada (1992) and Simpson and Reasenberg (1994). Our goal is to rank every junction in a relative way, so each source dislocation is assigned uniform slip of 0.1 m. Each subsection is broken down into 1 km by 1 km dislocations to preserve proper scaling and to accurately depict complex geometries. Static stress change is calculated by solving for Coulomb failure stress ($\Delta \sigma$) as $\Delta \sigma \equiv |\Delta \tau_f| + \mu (\Delta \sigma_n - \Delta \rho)$, where $\Delta \tau_f$ is the change in shear stress on the receiver fault (set positive in the rake direction), $\mu$ is the coefficient of friction, $\Delta \sigma_n$ is the change in normal stress acting on the target fault (set positive for unclamping), and $\Delta \rho$ is pore pressure change (neglected here). Throughout the model, we used a constant slip of 0.1 m, a Coulomb stress calculated using a constant friction coefficient of $\mu = 0.5$, and shear stress calculated using friction coefficient of $\mu = 0.0$ because we are interested in direct comparison of different possible ruptures, and we want to treat them uniformly.

The geographic center is determined for each pair of subsections, and the dislocation models for that junction are projected into a local coordinate system using a Mercator projection in kilometers. Coulomb stress changes are systematically calculated using each dislocation within the pair of fault subsections as a source, while all other dislocations are targets. The maximum stress change amongst the 1 km $\times$ 1 km dislocations is taken as the most likely point where a rupture can propagate between subsections.

This process creates a matrix of stress communications within the fault model. We are primarily interested in links between adjacent subsections; for example, is a rupture more or less likely to move along a given pathway when there are many branching choices? Adjacency between subsections is a three-dimensional problem because dipping and curving faults may be closer at depth than they are on the surface. Therefore, stress change calculations are made between all nearby (<5 km) rupture sections, and each possible rupture branching is considered. Rupture direction matters because stress changes are not necessarily symmetrical between dislocations of different strike, dip, and/or rake. Thus a rupture might need to be assessed from two directions.

Once the list of stress links is gathered, we take two approaches to finding a linking-stress value for use in ranking ruptures. In the first method, we normalize by dividing the sum of the stress changes by the number of links. Each rupture then can be characterized by a single value that describes its continuity and rake consistency. Ruptures with long gaps and/or poorly aligned faults have a smaller mean linking stress than a more continuous version. A second, alternative approach that we pursue is calculation of the “weakest link” within a potential rupture. In this approach, each rupture is ranked by the most difficult bend, gap, or branching within it as identified by the smallest linking stress between adjacent subsections of the rupture.

Figure 2. California mapped faults simplified into subsections.
Applications, Caveats, and Sources of Uncertainty

How should the linking stress be used? Can all ruptures be compared directly? For example, a long rupture with 100 subsection links might include just one long gap that produces one unfavorable stress change. Its signal is muted when averaged with the other 99 links, making comparison of this rupture with another in a completely different region or fault system problematic. However, comparison of this value with that from ruptures on the same fault, but that stop short of the gap, could provide useful ranking information. Additionally, ruptures such as this example with one weak link can be directly compared on the basis of the minimum stress change between adjacent sections, which is independent of rupture length.

As discussed above, Coulomb stress change calculations are very sensitive to the distance between source and target dislocations. Therefore, uncertainty related to mapped fault end points has important impact on the magnitude of calculated stress change. This uncertainty can be magnified as the dislocations are projected downdip, which of course is also affected by dip uncertainty. Expert geological assessments can provide informed weighting in settings where a fault end point might, for example, be mapped because of thin sedimentary cover, but the fault actually is thought to persist closer to or even connect directly with another. By comparison, another end point might be very well characterized in hard rock, leaving little doubt. The relative value of these observations would not be accommodated in a stress change calculation unless some quantified uncertainty were given. A further issue arises within some bending, dipping faults because extension of rectangular dislocations downdip can cause overlapping at depth.

Dynamic rupture simulations indicate important effects of preexisting stress distribution (Harris and Day, 1993, 1999) that can determine whether a rupture jumps onto a branching fault or clears a stepover. Additionally, the distribution of slip within a rupture can affect whether a jump occurs or not (Oglesby, 2008; Elliott et al., 2009). These important effects are not addressable with a static stress approach. A feature that is captured in moment-balanced models (Field et al., 2009; Field and Page, 2011) is the relative frequency of ruptures jumping onto a lower slip rate fault versus staying on a major fault, because their frequencies are governed by observed long-term slip rates.

Test Case Results

A subset region from the uniform California forecast (UCERP) region was used for feasibility testing that includes just northern California faults (Fig. 3). The subset region has 20,614 possible ruptures, each of which was assessed with linking stress calculations. In this section we present some example results from the calculations. The potential ruptures range in inferred magnitude from $M_{5.2}$ to $M_{8.2}$, with the majority being large ruptures (Fig. 4). Rupture magnitudes are calculated using empirically derived area relations (Hanks and Bakun, 2008; Ellsworth “B” relation, WGCEP, 2003, Eqn. 4.5), and are adjusted for aseismic slip on creeping faults (Field et al., 2009).

A key issue in earthquake forecasting is establishing the magnitude distribution affecting the region of interest, and...
the relative ability of ruptures to jump from fault to fault has an important influence on possible rupture areas. Certainly the magnitude distribution of possible ruptures (Fig. 4) is unlike those observed for large regions, which follow the Gutenberg–Richter power law distribution. Balancing the earthquake rupture model against observed slip rates or plate motion rates reduces the allowable number of the largest (hence most slip) events in the model.

We show examples of linking stress calculations for three possible ruptures in the Hayward–Calaveras fault system in the eastern San Francisco Bay region in Figure 5. The three ruptures have very similar magnitudes, but one involves a step from the Calaveras to the Hayward fault, another lies entirely on the Calaveras, and a third occurs only on the Hayward fault. Relatively small magnitude ($M_6.4$) ruptures are used for this comparison to minimize complications from other structural influences, such as bends. As would be expected, we find that the continuous rupture on the Calaveras fault has a higher mean linking stress than the jumping rupture by almost double, and a comparison of their weakest links gives the continuous rupture a $>6$-fold advantage over the branching rupture (Fig. 5). An equivalent magnitude Hayward-fault-only rupture is favored by a factor of $\sim1.2$ over the jumping rupture based on mean linking stress, and by a $>5$-fold factor based on weakest links.

This example illustrates a method for quantifying the likelihood that a rupture will branch onto an adjacent fault versus remaining on a continuous fault. The stress values could be used as a relative ranking, or could be used to give proportional weight to different rupture scenarios. However, some normalization may be necessary before direct weighting can be employed; the example given in Figure 5 highlights a physical issue with stress-based models. The Calaveras fault has a releasing bend, and thus rupture propagation is calculated to be more favored on it than the slightly restraining orientation of the south Hayward fault. The effect has the Calaveras ruptures favored by a factor of $\sim1.4$ over equivalent Hayward fault events. It is unclear whether a long-term earthquake rupture model would want to give higher weighting to continuous Calaveras fault ruptures over continuous south Hayward ruptures, or whether the method is best applied only at junctions and other geometric features with potential to arrest earthquakes.

We give another example result taken from a circumstance where manual rupture prioritization would be very difficult: a series of imbricate thrust faults in the Mendocino region of northern California (Fig. 6). The mean linking stresses for individual ruptures and the weakest-link stresses are given as proposed ways to rank their relative viability. In this example, a simple continuous rupture that occurs on a single fault trace is compared with more complex, multifault ruptures. Surprisingly, most of the multifault ruptures are higher ranked than the continuous example (Fig. 6). This illustrates that details in fault geometry might favor unexpected ruptures (something that mirrors observations).
possible ruptures with significant overlap are ranked lower, as might be expected.

We lastly note a few observations from examining all the 20,614 possible rupture ranks as a function of magnitude. The very highest ranked ruptures tend to be among the lowest magnitude considered (\(M \sim 6.5\); Fig. 7), though low magnitude ruptures are comparatively rare within the distribution of possible events (Fig. 4). The Appendix lists some of the highest ranked ruptures and their magnitudes (Table A1). Within the top 5000 ranked ruptures, there is a systematic decline in ranking with increasing magnitude. Rank dependence on magnitude is less clear among the lower ranked ruptures (rank < 5000; Fig. 7).

We examine linking stress results in the context of an earthquake-rate solution made for all possible ruptures using the method of Field and Page (2011) within the northern California test region shown in Figure 3. The Field and Page (2011) method is a simulated annealing inversion for earthquake rupture rates that is fit to long-term slip rates, paleoseismic observations, and, optionally, to different magnitude–frequency relations. The method does not depend on fault segmentation, nor any characteristic rupture assumptions, but can encompass these ideas. Of the 20,614 possible ruptures (Fig. 4), 765 are given rates. This result is one of many possible earthquake rate solutions that can be fit to observations. The goal of the linking stress method introduced in this paper is to provide information that might prevent ruptures with low viability being given high rates.

The example earthquake rate solution does include many low-ranked ruptures as identified by calculated linking stresses (Fig. 8a). This outcome is of course an acknowledged possibility with an inversion approach that can include
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Figure 6. A series of possible ruptures within an imbricate thrust fault system in the Mendocino region of northern California (location shown in inset map). The ruptures (shown in red) can be ranked by comparing the average linking stress calculated for each rupture or the minimum linking stresses. The ruptures with closer connections tend to have higher minimum stresses and thus might be considered more viable.
all possible ruptures. Thus a quantitative rupture ranking based on expert geologic conclusions, static linking stresses (this study), dynamic rupture simulations, or some combination of all will be necessary to prevent outcomes such as the examples given in Figure 8, where high rates are assigned to unlikely ruptures that have geometric complexity and/or long gaps.

Summary and Conclusions

Linking stress calculations may be useful as a means of ranking ruptures, particularly within fault zones and at points of geometric complexity such as fault steps or bends. We see consistent results in terms of ranking continuous ruptures versus stepping junctions. However, we find also that a change in strike or involvement with nearby subsections does not necessarily imply a lower rank. Calculations are sensitive to details in fault subsection location, especially with respect to how the ends are defined.

We acknowledge that the method proposed here is not a complete representation of the earthquake process. Clearly the pre-stress state, rupture propagation velocity, and dynamic slip distribution all have important roles in determining the viability of a given rupture (Kame et al., 2003; Bhat et al., 2004; Oglesby, 2008; Templeton et al., 2009, 2010). Generally, however, these aspects are not currently considered in probabilistic forecasts, which seek to identify long-term spatial hazard resulting from all possible ruptures. The all-California UCERF methodology generates more than 1 million possible $M > 5$ ruptures; our proposed method is intended as one option for editing out the least likely of these and that employs some simple physics. The alternatives of visual inspection of each possibility or multiple, fully dynamic simulations of each rupture are not currently possible.

We identify two ways to rank ruptures using linking stress: (1) the mean of all linking stresses within a potential rupture, and (2) the minimum linking stress (weakest link) amongst all adjacent subsections. The weakest-link approach is most familiar in terms of how faults are usually segmented from geologic information, and offers a way to avoid issues related to static stress change calculations such as favoring releasing bends along continuous ruptures. This approach may also be the most useful in terms of integrating linking stress calculations with other rupture weighting procedures such as expert geologic interpretation.

Data and Resources

The Working Group on California Earthquake Probabilities maintains the California Reference Geologic Fault Parameter Database at http://wgcep.org/data-ref_fault_db (last accessed November 2011). The fault data are primary input sources for the Uniform California Earthquake Rupture Forecast (UCERF) and are also part of the USGS Quaternary Fault and Fold Database, which can be found at http://earthquake.usgs.gov/hazards/qfaults/ (last accessed November 2011).
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Appendix

We provide a table (Table A1) of the 100 highest ranked earthquake ruptures from the northern California test region (Fig. 3) as found through linking stress calculations. All the top-ranked ruptures are less than $M = 7$ because the odds of shorter ruptures including inhibiting steps or bends are lower.

Table A1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>M</th>
<th>Number Subs</th>
<th>Mean $\Delta \sigma$</th>
<th>Min $\Delta \sigma$</th>
<th>Rank (Mean $\Delta \sigma$)</th>
<th>Rank (Min $\Delta \sigma$)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6.1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>48.76</td>
<td>48.76</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>45.55</td>
<td>45.55</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>41.75</td>
<td>41.75</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>39.17</td>
<td>39.17</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>39.09</td>
<td>39.09</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>35.23</td>
<td>35.23</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>29.71</td>
<td>29.71</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>29.59</td>
<td>29.59</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>28.74</td>
<td>28.74</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>27.17</td>
<td>27.17</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(continued)
This behavior could be a factor in the commonly observed Gutenberg–Richter magnitude frequency distribution in large regions.
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